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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.

Given the scheduled backup settings shown in the exhibit, which two statements are true?
(Choose two.)
A. The logs and system settings backup is automatically saved every Sunday at 11:00 PM.
B. A copy of the backup file is uploaded on a remote FTP server.
C. The oldest backup files are automatically deleted once the number of backups exceeds 10.
D. The maximum of 10 backups are saved locally on the FortiVoice unit.
Answer: A,C (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 2
For which purpose can the Pickup Group be used?
A. To make calls to any specified phone number
B. To email transcripts of voicemail to users
C. To update names in the directory

D. To allow you to log into another extension with your extension number
Answer: D (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 3
When High Availability is configured and the heartbeat link is lost between FortiVoice units, what
will happen?
A. The slave unit sends calls to voicemail until the master unit has been rebooted
B. The master unit beeps loudly to indicate an error.
C. The master unit defaults the configuration.
D. The slave unit takes over as the master unit.
Answer: B (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the SIP Session Helper used for?
A. Blocks duplicate SIP messages from reaching IP extensions
B. Randomizes the SIP registration port on the FortiVoice
C. Initiates SIP trunk calls automatically
D. Applies NAT to SIP messages
Answer: C (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 5
What is the flow of SIP messages when an IP extension places an outbound call under normal
operation?
A. SIP messages go directly out to the trunk.
B. SIP messages go to the central system directly before routing out of the trunk.
C. SIP messages go to the branch system then to the central system before routing out the trunk.
D. SIP messages go to the gateway directly before routing out of the trunk.
Answer: (SHOW ANSWER)
NEW QUESTION: 6
Refer to the exhibit.

A FortiVoice system is configured with multiple outbound rules as shown in the above exhibit.
Which statement about the outbound rule is true?

A. The 9153 extension will use outgoing_default outbound call handing rule.
B. The 923 extension will use AII_Outbound outbound call handing rule.
C. The 9245 extension will use emergency outbound call handing rule.
D. The 9213 extension will use HR outbound call handing rule.
Answer: C (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 7
What action occurs when the maximum number of backups has been reached?
A. The latest copy is overwritten with a newer copy
B. An email is sent to the administrator
C. Automatic back ups stop
D. The oldest copy is overwritten with a newer copy
Answer: A (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 8
If the survivable branch system is set to partially managed, what is true about the configuration?
A. The central system configures the extensions, and VoIP profiles, all other settings are
manually configured by the administrator.
B. The central system configures only the extensions; all other settings are manually configured
by the administrator.
C. The central system configures the extensions, VoIP profiles. Auto Attendants and call routing,
all other settings are manually configured by the administrator.
D. The central system configures the extensions, VoIP profiles, and Auto Attendants, all other
settings are manually configured by the administrator.
Answer: C (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 9
An administrator is configuring a new FortiVoice system and is having trouble with outbound and
external inbound calls. The network administrator has verified that Internet connectivity is stable
and the FortiVoice system can reach the Internet. Local extension calls are also working without
any issue.
Which two configurations are likely causing this issue? (Choose two.)
A. VoIP Trunk
B. DID mapping
C. Office Peers
D. Inbound call routing
Answer: C,D (LEAVE A REPLY)
NEW QUESTION: 10
Refer to the exhibit.

Given the Number Management settings shown in the exhibit, which number is a valid internal
extension number?
A. 055
B. 506
C. 951
D. 800
Answer: B (LEAVE A REPLY)
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